The finite element analysis method (FEM) 
ture, especially warp-knitted fabrics, with each loop interlaced by four other yarn segments, with no quarter loops nor symmetrical half loops. Current research of FEM in warp-knitted fabrics has mainly focused on multi-axial warp-knitted fabrics and warp-knitted spacer fabrics. For structural characteristics, finite element models of multi-axial warp-knitted fabrics and warp-knitted spacer fabrics can be simplified to a unit cell model [7] [8] [9] ; and even in some models loops can also be simplified [8, 9] . While in basic warp-knitted fabrics, the unit cell is difficult to obtain, and the loop as the fundamental unit cannot be simplified. Several studies concerning mechanical analysis of the basic warp-knitted structure by FEM have been reported. Argyro [10] studied the main deformation mechanism of two bar warp-knitted fabric during tensile tests along the warp and weft direction by FEM, in which numerical methods were considered as an available tool for micromechanical analysis of complex textile, such as warp-knitted fabrics, and can be used in the textile design procedure. Toghchi [11, 12] studied the uni-axial tensile behaviour of single bar warp-knitted fabric in low strain by finite element modelling regarding the loop in the fabric as a twisted sharp of the two-dimensional elastica curve, and concluded that under low strain the model results were more consistent with those of the experiments.
In this study, FEM was adopted to predict the uni-axial tension behaviour under large elongation of reverse locknit fabric knitted from gild molybdenum wires. The numerical results were verified by comparing with those of experiments, which proved the feasibility of predicting the mechanical properties of basic warp-knitted fabrics using FEM.
Geometry modelling of metallic warp-knitted fabric
The loop geometry in metallic warp-knitted fabric Reverse locknit fabric was knitted from gild molybdenum wires on an RES2 warp-knitted machine. The real shape of the loop in the two-bar metallic warp-knitted fabric is shown in Figure 1 . It can be seen that loops in the actual fabric are offset with a three-dimensional shape. The distance between courses (c) and that between wales (w) of the fabric were measured, where c is 1.1 6mm and w is 1.11 mm.
Geometry modelling of the loop by using TexGen software
A 3-D geometry model of metallic warp-knitted fabric was established based on the wire properties and actual loop sharp in the fabric [13] . Firstly the 2-D loop geometry was described, shown in Figure 2 , on basis of the yarn property effect on the loop sharp and underlap as an arc. Where b is the loop height, and n the number of wale spaces that the un-
Introduction
Metallic warp-knitted fabrics, a mature application as reflecting surfaces, have been frequently used as deployable mesh reflectors in antennas [1] [2] [3] . Such warp-knitted structures have unmatched advantages in the production of mesh structures [4] . Moreover, compared with other mesh structures produced by weaving or weft-knitting, warp-knitted mesh structures as a reflector have more advantages in performance, such as a stable mesh structure and good mechanical properties [5] . Deployable mesh reflector antennas udnergo the processes of ground debugging, delivery vehicles carrying and space operation when in use [6] . Thus the mechanical properties are important in metallic warp-knitted fabrics as reflecting surfaces. However, the economic and time costs of experimental analysis for designing reflecting surfaces are too much high due to the complex process of warp knitting and the expensive materials. The finite element method (FEM), a kind of modern numerical simulation method, is considered to be economical in predicting the fabric mechanical properties of fabrics, and has drawn more and more attention in the textile industry.
Compared with woven fabrics, knitted fabrics have a more complex loop struc- be seen that loops in the actual fabric are offset with a three-dimensional shape. The between courses (c) and that between wales (w) of the fabric were measured, where c is and w is 1.11mm. Geometry modelling of the loop by using TexGen software [13] A 3-D geometry model of metallic warp-knitted fabric was established properties and actual loop sharp in the fabric [13] . Table 1 , and software to simulate the 3-D structure of metallic warp-knitted fabric. Where wires, and s is equal to . The simulation images in Fi the actual fabric, shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 3 , the loops in light color were those in a deep colour were the back bar loops. Also it can be seen that yar images are smooth and independent, thus the 3-D geometry model can Moreover TexGen software was compatible with ABAQUS software, and the TexGen could be inputted to ABAQUS. . The simulation images in Figure 3 are similar to the actual fabric, shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 3 , the loops in light color were front bar loops, and those in a deep colour were the back bar loops. Also it can be seen that yarns in the simulation images are smooth and independent, thus the 3-D geometry model can be used with FEM. Moreover TexGen software (University of Nottingham, England) was compatible with ABAQUS software (Dassault SIMULIA, France), and the simulation model in TexGen could be inputted to ABAQUS.
. Face view of metallic warp-knitted fabric

Figure2. 2-D loop model of metallic warp-knitted fabric
Table1. 3-D coordinates of databases in loop
Finite element analysis using ABAQUS software
Export of the geometry model from TexGen
Because of the complexity of the warp-knitted structure, the output of the fabric took a long time, and would make some errors in software due to the excessive data. Thus the unit loop in the reverse locknit, shown in Figure 4 , was exported and rebuilt as a fabric sheet in ABAQUS.
The model in TexGen could be exported Table 1 .
3-D coordinates of databases in loop.
Databases
Front bar loop Back bar loop The number of nodes in the yarn cross section was decided by the programming language in TexGen. The number of nodes is 5 in Figure 6 .a and 20 in Figure 6 .b. Of course, the more nodes in the yarn cross section , the better the description of the model. While the more nodes there were, the bigger the file size was. In this model, 5 nodes were chosen 
Figure6. Geometry model formed by facets in ABAQUS
Establishment of a geometry model of warp-knitted fabric in ABAQUS
Firstly the file format was outputted by TexGen to describe the geometry model of the unit cell in the reverse locknit fabric, which was then inputted to ABAQUS to form the model shown in 
Analysis method
ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit were two major analysis modules. In this model, there were complex interface and nonlinear large deformation in the uni-axial tensile behaviour of the warp-knitted fabric. Thus, to avoid difficulty convergence and improve calculation efficiency, ABAQUS/Explicit was chosen to analyse the model.
Material
It was supposed that the gild molybdenum wire in this study was homogeneous and isotropic. The cross section shape was assumed to be a circle. The mechanical parameters of the material could be got from the tensile behaviour of the wire, shown in Figure 8 . Young's modulus E was calculated directly from the strength-strain curve of the yarn by examining the gradient of the initial curve 
Experimental verification
Experimental results versus numerical results
From Figure 11 , when the elongation of warp-knitted fabric was less than 20%, the yarns in the underlap were transferred into stitches, and the position of the contact points of stitches between the adjacent courses were changed to the middle of the stitch; thus in this process the friction between yarns was the main contribution to the tensile force of the fabric. When the elongation of warp-knitted fabric was more than 20%, the transfer of yarns in the fabric was finished and the yarns began elongation; therefore the tensile forces of yarns were the main contribution to that of the fabric. Also it could be seen that the experimental tensile process was a good match with the simulated one.
Comparing with the experimental forcestrain curve of the warp-knitted fabric for a complex structure and the uncertain stress area, the numerical stress-strain curve of the fabric was also studied. It was found that when the elongation was less than 20%, the force in the experiment and the stress in the simulation increased slowly, shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 , and these were in good agreement with the tensile process analysis. Moreover from Figure 12 and Figure 13 it is seen that the trend of the experimental force and that of the numerical stress were consistent. When the elongation was more than 20%, the increasing amplitude of the numerical stress was more than that of the experimental force as the stress area was smaller along with yarn stretching. 8 of calculation, but at a large computational cost. In the model, when the C3D10M chosen for analytical calculation, the calculation speed was too low to cause analy the standard linear 3D stress element C3D4 (a 4-node linear tetrahedron) in free m for mechanical analysis, shown in Figure 9 .
Figure9. Mesh of fabric in ABAQUS Interface friction
The interface friction developed between yarns was a major contributor to the non tensile behaviour of the warp-knitted fabric. The coefficient of friction between y defined as the roughness of the fibre surface. The CF between yarns was tested at to ASTM D3412-01. segment using Equation (1).
The Poisson's ratio, which was proved to have little effect on the numerical calculation by the subsequent analysis, was assumed here to be same with the mental material(0.2~0.3). 
Figure8. The tensile properties of gild molybdenum yarn
Mesh
The geometry model of yarns in Warp-knitted fabric was complex. Due to the flexibility of Free mesh in Element Meshing Technique, arbitrary shape almost can be meshed [14] . C3D10M element in Free mesh was suitable for ABAQUS/Explicit [15] . Also it had high accuracy of calculation, but large computational cost. In the model, when C3D10M element was chosen to analytical calculation, the calculation speed was too low to cause analysis error. So, the standard linear 3D stress element C3D4 (a 4-node linear tetrahedron) in Free mesh was chosen for the mechanical analysis shown as Figure 9 . Poisson's ratio, which was proved to have little effect on the numerical calculation by subsequent analysis, was assumed here to be same for the mental material (0.2~0.3).
The geometry model of yarns in the warp-knitted fabric was complex. Due to the flexibility of free mesh in the element meshing technique, an arbitrary shape can almost be meshed [14] . The C3D10M element in free mesh was suitable for ABAQUS/Explicit [15] . Also it had high accuracy of calculation, but at a large computational cost. In the model, when the C3D10M element was chosen for analytical calculation, the calculation speed was too low to cause analysis error. Thus the standard linear 3D stress element C3D4 (a 4-node linear tetrahedron) in free mesh was chosen for mechanical analysis, shown in Figure 9 .
Interface friction
The interface friction developed between yarns was a major contributor to the nonlinear uni-axial tensile behaviour of the warp-knitted fabric. The coefficient of friction between yarns (CF) was defined as the roughness of the fibre surface.
The CF between yarns was tested at 0.49 according to ASTM D3412-01.
Loading
To set the load and restraint conditions of the model as uni-axial tensile process, two ends of the fabric in the transverse direction were fixed separately, one end of the unit cell in the longitude direction except the direction of y-axis was fixed, and the other end in the longitude direction was given a displacement. The finite discretization of fabric and the boundary condition were shown in Figure 10 . 
Stress distribution
The single loop was shown to find the stress distribution, given in Figure 14 , and the 
Figure11. Experimental versus numerical tensile process
Figure12. Experimental force-strain curve of fabric Figure13. Numerical stress-strain curve
Stress distribution
The single loop was shown to find the stress distribution, given in Figure 14 , and the red an yellow areas displayed in the circle were the stress concentration areas. It was observed that th maximum stress was mainly located in the area of yarn contact, where significant loop curvatur and yarn slippage happened during loading. 
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Stress distribution
The single loop was shown to find the stress distribution, given in Figure 14 , and the red and yellow areas displayed in the circle were the stress concentration areas. It was observed that the maximum stress was mainly located in the area of yarn contact, where significant loop curvature and yarn slippage happened during loading. By examining the highly stressed areas, the failure regions were well predicted by FEM. The 
The single loop was shown to find the stress distribution, given in Figure 14 , and the red and yellow areas displayed in the circle were the stress concentration areas. It was observed that the maximum stress was mainly located in the area of yarn contact, where significant loop curvature and yarn slippage happened during loading.
By examining the highly stressed areas, the failure regions were well predicted by FEM. The analysis showed that the areas of yarn contact were the most critical regions, with high stress concentration, generated by the compound forces of bending, compressing and abrading.
Conslusions
In this study, a geometry model of warp-knitted fabric was simulated by TexGen software, and then the model was outputted to ABAQUS. The uni-axial tension of the warp-knitted fabric was analysed by FEM. The results showed that FEM was feasible for warp-knitted fabric with a complex structure to predict its mechanical properties.
n Some databases on the geometry model describing the unit cell of warp-knitted fabric were obtained and inputted to TexGen software to simulate the 3-D geometry of the loop. And the geometryl model was outputted from TexGen and then inputted to AB-AQUS. Then a finite element model of uni-axial tension of the warp-knitted fabric was established by definition of the material, mesh, loading, interface friction, and so on, in ABAQUS. n The results of experiments and finite element analysis of uni-axial tension were studied. In the numerical analysis of warp-knitted fabric in the tensile process using FEM, the transfer of yarns between loops and yarn elongation when at different fabric elongations were simulated. The simulation was in good agreement with the experimental tensile process. Also the same trend of the tensile force was found in experiment and finite element analysis. It was also observed that the maximum stress was mainly located in the area of yarn contact, where significant loop curvature and yarn slippage happened during loading. (a) cord stitch (b)tricot distribution in fabric eometry model of warp-knitted fabric was simulated by TexGen software, and as outputted to ABAQUS. The uni-axial tension of the warp-knitted fabric was . The results showed that FEM was feasible for warp-knitted fabric with a to predict its mechanical properties. abases on the geometry model describing the unit cell of warp-knitted fabric ained and inputted to TexGen software to simulate the 3-D geometry of the loop. geometryl model was outputted from TexGen and then inputted to ABAQUS. finite element model of uni-axial tension of the warp-knitted fabric was ed by definition of the material, mesh, loading, interface friction, and so on, in S. ts of experiments and finite element analysis of uni-axial tension were studied. In erical analysis of warp-knitted fabric in the tensile process using FEM, the f yarns between loops and yarn elongation when at different fabric elongations ulated. The simulation was in good agreement with the experimental tensile Also the same trend of the tensile force was found in experiment and finite analysis. It was also observed that the maximum stress was mainly located in the arn contact, where significant loop curvature and yarn slippage happened during 
